A theory of line shape of I. M. O.·absorption is developed with use of the two complementary approximations, one of which is an approach from the strong magI}etic field and the other is that from the weak field. The interaction between carrier and phonon is taken into account after the method of generating function. The results for the scattering probability and the self· energy are shown to be in good agreement with the observed values. The calculated line shape which corresponds to the minimum photon energy can fairly explain the observed behavior. § 1. Introduction
Burstein et aU) of N. R. group and Zwerdling et al. 2 ) of M. 1. T. group showed experimentally that in the presence of a magnetic field there appeared many peaks as well as the shift of absorption edge in the line shape of light absorption which corresponds to the electronic transition from v-to c-band of semiconductors. By analyzing the inter-peak distance and the shift of absorption edge, we can determine the energy of band gap of direct transition between v-and c-bands and the effective masses of carriers near the top of v-band and near the bottom of c-band, which is just above the v-band. However, it is needed to analyze the line shape of the absorption peak when we determine the corresponding cyclotron resonance frequency from the positions of the peaks. Our aim of the present study is focused to this point of analyzing the line shape.
We have studied the dependency of line shape upon the magnetic field and sought the scattering probability of carrier by phonon as well as the self-energy in the presence of a magnetic field. We have discussed also whether or not the observed behavior of the line shape which corresponds to the minimum photon energy can be explained by our calculated results.
In order to treat the carriers near the extrema of the bands, we assume the simple parabolic model for both c-and v-band and neglect the band degeneracy as well as the spin-orbital interaction. However, it is shown that these simplifications have no essential effect on the line shape in so far as the first absorption peak concerns.
In § 1, the field dependency of the absorption edge and the selection rules are studied, neglecting the phonon perturbation. In § 2, the general formula of .absorption coefficient for I. M. O. is derived with use of Toyozawa's3) method of ;generating function in taking the interaction of carrier with phonon. In § 3, we ,calculate the scattering probability and the self-energy, applying the two complementary approximations, one of which is an approach from a strong field and the other is that from a weak field and the results obtained there are compared with the reduced value from the experimental data in § 4. The results of our calculation have been reported briefly in this journaP) § 2. General considerations on the no-phonon system
In the presence of a magnetic field H, the energies of the carriers become quantized in the plane perpendicular to the' magnetic field but remain quasi-continuous in the direction of the field which is taken as z-direction hereafter, and form ,a series of Landau subbands (Fig. 1) . By the use of the model of parabolic bandneglecting spin-the photon energy S for transition between a Landau level of magnetic quantum number no, in the v-band and a level of no in the c-band is
where (/)c=eH/pc is a reduced cyclotron frequency, p=l/(m;l+m;;l) is a reduced Eg ,effective mass of an electron (m.) and a hole (m~), Eg=E.-Ev is the gap energy between the top of v-band (E,,) and the bottom of c-band (Eo), and [n ] is a reduced magnetic quantum number defined by (2·2) . There are selection rules between n" and no, which will be studied later. The position of the center of cyclotron motion ro measured from a fixed point in the crystal is written as D )
where l is an azimuthal quantum number.
The density of states N (S) is thus given by
where V is the crystal volume and the factor (V 2 / S /21Z'A 2 ) comes from the degene- (2·5) which is nothing but the density of states in the absence of a magnetic field. It should be noted that the density of states at the edge of each Landau band is infinite, while it is zero at the band edge in the absence of a magnetic field. The infinity must be removed by the level broadening caused by the phonon scattering.
After Hall et al. 6 ) the coefficient of light absorption is given by
where no, is the refractive index of the crystal, c is the light velocity, m is the electronic mass and suffixes i and f denote an initial and a final state, respectively.
where e" is a polarization vector of photon and A is a vector potential. to calculate the matrix element we use the approximate effective mass Neglecting the interband coupling of wave functions,
In order equation. (2, 8) where ac,v are the Wannier functions of c-and v-bands, respectively, R". denotes the position vector of moth lattice point and the coefficient functions fJ., and ~c satisfy the following equations, respectively.
Putting (2·8) into (2·7), we get
where N is the number of unit cells in the crystal and k is a wave vector of a carrier. Replacing Uck and Uvk by U co and Uoo, respectively-this is equivalent to the first approximation by Luttinger and Kohn'S7) method-we get where (2, 12) v and a, (1 are the band suffixes. In the case of 1. M. 0., the second and third tenns of right-hand side of (2·11) vanish, which is in contrast to the vanishing of the first tenn in cyclotron resonance case. Thus we get
An explicit form for ¢c,o can be written down by the use of the cylindrical coordinate (p, 0, z) and the gauge, A=}HXr,o)
where I'=l-n, L~") is a Laguerre's associated polynomial, and ko IS the wave number of a Landau carrier along z-direction. Applying (2 ·14) to (2·13), we get Lln=O, Lll=O, Llko=O (2, 15) as the selection rules. Taking into account the degeneracy of v-band, the additional selection rules must be derived. For example, in gennanium the existence of VI and V2 bands lets Pi! survive even when LIn = 0 and another selection rule, LIn = -2, is derived.I).B)
In the next section, we use the Fourier transfonn of ¢ .. ITeo: .T-, y-and z-components of each quantities. In the case of forbidden transition which is one of the second order effects, we get in the same way as the above, (2 ·18) where K is the wave vector of photon. The terms on the right-hand side are Hamiltonians of electrons, phonons, photons, interaction Hamiltonians of electron-phonon, electron-photon, and photonlattice systems, respectively.
We denote creation and destruction operators for an electron in the (nlko) state, for a phonon of mode p, wave number vector w, and for a photon with polarization vector ea and wave number vector K by 4tko, anlko, b~t(" biLw, c:zc and CaK, respectively.
To distinguish electron states from . hole states we use primes on electron -quantum numbers here, so in this notation (n I ko) represents a hole in a state with n, I (z-component of angular momentum being Ii (n-l», and z-component of wave vector ko, and (n' I' k'O) represents an electron state.
X e, XL and X R can be written in the form,
We ignore interaction of electrons with holes so we do not discuss exciton states here. Also we neglect X RL hereafter.
For simplicity, we write electron and hole states (n' I' ko'), (n I ko), respectively, as P and Q and a state of total electronic system (P, Q) as s.
Denoting the number of (0" K) photons by maK' the matrix element for elec-tronic transition from the ground state 0 to an excited state s with simultaneous absorption of a ((J" K) photon is
me where g. IS defined by the use of Pi! ((2 ·13» through the relation
We use the notation
Though there are several discussions about the role of optical modes of lattice vibration on the scattering of carriers in germanium, we consider here only the interaction of electrons and holes with longitudinal acoustical phonons.
where N, M, u, Cc and Cv are, respectively, number of unit cells in the crystal,.
atomic mass, velocity of sound, phonon-electron and phonon-hole coupling constants. qf,PI (w) and q$QI (w) are the so-called effective charges for an electron and a hole (see the next section).
The absorption coefficient is written in the form,
where c. is the energy of total electronic system in the s-state relative to the ground state, and the average IS taken over initial phonon states. UO=iJS81' and Un's are zero for odd n.
In the calculation of restriction imposed by the selection rule is ko = ko'-and we must be careful in separating diagonal (s=s') and non-diagonal (s~s') parts. We define as f.: (3·18) ± corresponding to t~O.
As it will be shown in the next section the off-diagonal terms L1!;, and r.:~ are much smaller than d!. and r.:, respectively, it may be allowed to take the interaction between sub-peaks into account by the use of correction factors,
.'
Finally, the absorption coefficient is given by 
When the magnetic field is so strong that the energy distance between Landau levels becomes too large to allow the transition of carrier from a level to another one by the phonon perturbation, we can assume that the summation over intermediate states is restricted to the states within one Landau level. However, not only all the states of which orbital centers of the cyclotron motion are different from the initial one but also the phonon energy and the recoil energy of carriers are taken into consideration.
By the use of the approximation of high temperature for phonon population and the acoustical mode of phonon wave, we get, from (3·8) and (3 ·13 E is hereafter put to zero because we are seeking for r.:;.
In order to treat the line shape of the first peak which appears in 1. M. O. absorption, we take each state defined, respectively, by
The transition matrix element, which is the so-called effective charge, between two states within a Landau level of n=O is given by (hu)S
The summation must be taken over kOl and II but the summation over II is easily taken and the resultant formula is given by The numerical values of the integration
are shown in Fig. 2 for ko'=O as function of the strength of field and effective masses. Because of the underlying assumption of neglecting the virtual transitions between different Landau levels in taking the intermediate states, the present result is valid only near ko'=ko=O. (see § 5).
In the same way the second term of the right-hand side of (4·1) is given by 
4ICTC~2QoaaAJo,AJrI' J (k H). 9Mu2 (hu) 2)./a ,,0,
The third term-the cross term-of the right-hand side of (4·1) is 
This cross term is very much smaller than If and II! by the ratio of V-liS to A-I, therefore we get T," -2n .
•
Substituting the numerical values of ICT"",,10-2 eV (room temperature), M(Ge) """ 1.4X10 5 m, !2o (Ge) "",,2.2X10-2s c. c., u"",,5X 10 5 cm sec-l and H=5X10 4 0e into (4 ·12), we obtain for the half-width of the sub-peak near edge
If we neglect the phonon energy in the arguments of the delta functions appearing in the feE) of (4·1), the treatment becomes very simple and the collision frequency is readily obtained, e. g., for the electron 1 (4·14) which is in exact agreement with the scattering probability shown in the paper on the quantum theory of galvanomagnetic effects by Argyres 9 ).
Next, we proceed to seek the self-energy LIs with use of the same assumptions for phonon population and phonon mode as was used in the above.
C4·15)
The first term of the right-hand side of the above equation is
The integration over w. is carried out in the case of ko'=.kl"=O and we get (see Appendix II) (4·18)
In the same way, the second term of the right·hand side of (4 ·15) is given by
. hx
The third term-cross term-is
which is smaller than Ig, IIg by the ratio of V-lis to tI, therefore we get near The ratio of (4,24) Using the approximation of high temperature for the population of acoustical phonon, we obtain where (4·29)
'"
Ji±l(E) = ~ app, i dtoexp{i(Eg+EQ-E.,-E±ItCtJ)t/1t}
x(Qlexp{iX~*t/1t} IQ'),
In order to get the matrix elements of the last factors in the right-hand side of (4·30) and (4·31), we introduce the next operators: .:. 2mclt c
We can proceed readily when the following approximation is allowed for the weak magnetic field in the case of a transition from (0, l, ko') to (0, l', k~"). 
The formulae used for the derivation of (4·35) and (4·36) are shown in Appendix I. By the use of the above formulae, (4·30) is calculated and gives 2mcuw/h can be dropped in ZI(±) when 2mcu 4:, hw. This corresponds to the approximation that phonon energy is neglected compared with the recoil energy of carriers, such an assumption is often used in the calculation of carrier mobility in semiconductors.l1) Then,
Similarly, we have
where (4· 43) J 4(E) is specified by Z4 which is given by replacing a, ko, and ko' by a', ko", and ko''', respectively, in (4·43).
Js (E) and J 4 (E) are negligibly small compared with J 1 (E) and J 2 (E) by the order of the ratio V-liS to A-I.
Putting ( 
which is coincident with the first term in the right-hand side of (4·44) except v"2. Of course, such an agreement can be easily shown also at ko=K.
Next, let us consider the self-energy LIs near ko=ko' =0. Taking account of (4·39), Appendix III, and putting (4·28) into the first relation of (3· 15), we have, for c-band,
where El = a' K2 is the energy corresponding to the Brillouin zone, and Ei C ) = fiuwma:e IS the maximum phonon energy. Putting (ii) Non-diagonal term as It is necessary to know the non-diagonal term a. when we decide whether or not the line shape of the sub-peak is the Lorentzian. In § 2, we showed that the matrix element of the photon perturbation is nearly independent of the carrier's momentum, so that 
The above value is too small to cause a. sizable discrepancy from the Lorentzian.
(iii) Line shape of the first observed peak
It is necessary to know the ko dependency of r. when we plot the absorption coefficient versus photon energy. We do so for the first peak which corresponds to the minimum photon energy with use of our results. Our result of the approximation in the strong field limit, (4 ·12), can be applied only to clarify the line shape near the absorption edge.
Our attention is thus directed toward the result of the weak field case. (iv) 7}8 and other elements By the numerical integration we can show that 7}sis negligible compared with unity. In section 3, we used the approximation of the weak coupling limit proposed by Toyozawa. 3 ) The main condition is r"~/2~1. This relation is readily proved by any result of the two approximations in the section 4. In the present paper we have neglected the spin effects and band degeneracy which can, however, contribute very slightly to the line shape in so far as the observed first peak is concerned. But when we make the theory more precise we must take into account the effect of optical phonon as well as the scattering by impurities and imperfections in the crystal. In conclusion, the authors would like to express their thanks to Prof. Y. Uemura and the members* of his laboratory of the University of Tokyo, for their valuable discussions. The authors are indebted to Prof. E. Burstein (A· 10)
